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Executive Summary

The US government took extraordinary action to temper the economic fallout of COVID-19. Among the most pivotal policies advanced were: (1) emergency rental assistance; (2) an expanded child tax credit; and (3) a pause on student loan payments followed by a (foiled) proposal for partial relief of federal student loan debts. Though these were not the only important COVID relief measures, they were some of the most salient, far-reaching, and bold measures the federal government took in response to the pandemic. Supporters of these policies hoped that such striking interventions would have enduring political repercussions. Indeed, public policies change politics: Once implemented, policy can alter people’s lives in ways that shape their attitudes, actions, and relationship to government. Such feedback can be a healthy part of democratic processes, making polities more responsive and adaptive. The distinctive set of policies passed in the wake of COVID-19 raised expectations in the United States for this kind of feedback. Yet the fraught political paths of these policies, combined with the apparent absence of short-term positive feedback, also renewed questions of whether and how much policy really shapes politics. At this juncture, summary judgment of the failures of policy feedback is premature, and more careful analyses are warranted.

To that end, this paper charts the potential feedback dynamics of three key pandemic policies: the child tax credit, emergency rental assistance, and the student loan pause/thwarted relief. Though these policies have not yet fully played out, we can evaluate the prospects for feedback based on how each policy was designed and initially implemented. By applying existing knowledge about policy feedback, we can carefully consider the ramifications of presently evolving policies. Doing so reveals opportunities for organizers, advocates, and policymakers to create a more equitable economy and polity by entrenching policies that bring material benefit to large swaths of Americans. This report emphasizes that democracy-enhancing policy feedback loops are more likely when:

- Civil society organizations intensively and strategically build power among the target populations most affected by policy and most crucial for altering existing power dynamics.
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The Roosevelt Institute is a think tank, a student network, and the nonprofit partner to the Franklin D. Roosevelt Presidential Library and Museum that, together, are learning from the past and working to redefine the future of the American economy. Focusing on corporate and public power, labor and wages, and the economics of race and gender inequality, the Roosevelt Institute unifies experts, invests in young leaders, and advances progressive policies that bring the legacy of Franklin and Eleanor into the 21st century.
• Policymakers and civil society organizations develop and coordinate messaging and organizing strategies aimed at shifting policy discourse and public perceptions in ways that facilitate long-term wins.
• Policymakers and policy advocates design feedback-sensitive policy featuring at least four key elements: (1) longer durations of policy benefits; (2) immediate benefit without lags; (3) centralized and streamlined policy delivery; and (4) minimal administrative burden.
• Civil society organizations and policymakers render the government's role in providing economic relief as visible as possible for as long as possible, particularly to the populations most vulnerable in the face of existing political-economic configurations, whose inclusion in political processes is most vital.

Introduction

COVID-19 wreaked financial havoc in the lives of lower- and middle-income Americans, and disproportionately so in Black, Latinx, and Indigenous communities (Parker, Minkin, and Bennett 2020; Horowitz, Brown, and Minkin 2021; Kochhar and Sechopoulos 2022). Early in the pandemic, millions of people lost their jobs and millions more saw their hours or pay reduced (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2021; Cajner et al. 2020; Shelton 2021). This translated into staggering material hardship as increasing numbers of Americans reported not getting enough to eat, falling behind on rent, and struggling to cover basic living expenses (CBPP 2022). In response to such widespread deprivation, the US government took extensive action to temper the economic fallout of COVID-19. Three pivotal federal policies included (1) a historic expansion in the child tax credit; (2) billions of dollars in funding for emergency rental assistance; and (3) a prolonged pause in student loan debt payments and accrued interest followed by a (failed) proposal to enact partial relief of federal student loan debts. Born from the unique circumstances of the pandemic, each of these policies had rocky paths. Student debt relief was stopped in its tracks by a federal judge in North Texas who deemed it unlawful (Department of Education v. Brown 2023), and the program remained in limbo until the Supreme Court struck down the Biden administration’s student debt relief program in the June 2023 Biden v. Nebraska decision. The court ruled that the administration overstepped its authority when it moved to cancel hundreds of billions of dollars in student loans. Emergency rental assistance has not come under direct legal scrutiny, but the Supreme Court invalidated a nationwide moratorium on evictions just eight months after the first federal emergency rental assistance legislation was passed. This intensified the need and demand for assistance during a time when efforts to implement the program were already foundering. The expanded child tax credit was unaffected by the courts, but ran aground politically within one year, failing to receive sufficient support in Congress to make benefits permanent before their expiration.
Despite their travails, these policies had remarkable economic and social benefits. They also held promise for enduring shifts in American politics. Policy can shape citizens’ attitudes, actions, and relationship to government. Policies can also create enduring political institutions and capacities, generate new ideas or expectations, and change the horizon of what seems necessary or possible.

Scholars refer to the political consequences of policy as *policy feedback* (Béland, Campbell, and Weaver 2022; Hertel-Fernandez 2020). The core insight of policy feedback theory is that “new policies create new politics” and that as this happens, “policies also remake politics” (Schattschneider 1935; Skocpol 1992). Under this formulation, policy is not just an output of the political process—it is also a crucial input that can structure future possibilities (Pierson 1993; Hertel-Fernandez 2020; Michener 2019). Scholars have found evidence of policy feedback for the GI bill, Social Security, cash assistance, Medicaid, after-school programs, criminal legal policy, immigration enforcement, housing policy, consumer finance, and more (Mettler 2005; Campbell 2003; Soss 2000; Michener 2018; Barnes 2020; Lerman and Weaver 2014; Rocha, Knoll, and Wrinkle 2015; Cruz Nichols, LeBrón, and Pedraza, 2018; Johnson, Meier, and Carroll 2018; SoRelle 2020; Thurston 2018).

The sweeping slate of policies passed in the wake of COVID-19 put a spotlight on policy feedback. Journalists, politicians, organizers, and academics openly contemplated the political consequences of pandemic policies. This was perhaps most striking for the expanded child tax credit (CTC). Aware that the CTC expansion had a one-year time horizon from the very start, supporters hoped that its concrete and significant benefits for a large part of the population would swiftly power its path to permanence. Policy feedback was the (implicit) theory at the heart of such aspirations. The core premise was that the expanded CTC would gain enough mass support to make abandoning it politically untenable. But after failed efforts to extend the CTC, pundits, critics, and even supporters became skeptical. The CTC was the dog that never barked. Journalists puzzled over “the $100 billion question” of how the CTC “failed to create its own constituency” (Lowrey 2022) and lamented the impossibly short time frame for CTC feedback effects to take hold (Klein 2022). The apparent absence of short-term CTC feedback cast a shadow of doubt on the effect of policy on politics. To some extent, this was warranted: Feedback loops are not automatic; they are systematically thwarted by political barriers, and they should not be seen as inevitable outcomes (Patashnik and Zelizer 2013; Jacobs and Mettler 2018). This is why scholars generally assess policy feedback through rigorous retrospective research. In the near term, however, there is also much to gain from a prospective approach: Even before the repercussions of a policy have fully played out, we can look to the political possibilities afoot given how that policy is designed and how it has started down the path of implementation. Forecasting the prospects
of emergent feedback loops must be more than speculation: Instead, we can apply existing knowledge about policy feedback to analyze the ramifications of presently evolving policies. Hertel-Fernandez (2020) developed a checklist for progressive policy feedback loops that emphasized policy characteristics including visibility, traceability, and stigmatization; government capacity for implementation; the support of organized groups in cultivating positive feedback; and policy as a mechanism for deepening the inclusion of historically marginalized groups. Leveraging distinct lessons and observations emerging from the pandemic, this report draws on and extends Hertel-Fernandez’s baseline of considerations by underscoring two core elements of policy with implications for policy feedback:

1. **Characteristics of the target populations** most affected by policy—that is, how such populations are socially constructed (i.e., understood in the public and political imaginary) and what power they can wield in political processes.
2. **Design and implementation features** of policy, including timing/duration, delivery mechanisms, visibility, and the administrative burden created.

By taking these factors into account, organizers, advocates, and policymakers can identify opportunities to advance nascent policy gains by building power among racially and economically marginalized denizens, and transforming the horizon of ideas, perceptions, and policy possibilities that currently structure the US political-economic landscape.

**A Brief Primer on Policy Feedback**

The concept of policy feedback helps us understand how policies at one point in time shape the politics and policies that come after them. To concretize this idea, consider three examples that demonstrate different feedback trajectories.

First, Social Security is emblematic of positive feedback loops. It played a pivotal role in catalyzing active and powerful policy constituents on the mass level (e.g., older voters), the organizational level (e.g., AARP), and within government (e.g., via the creation of a large agency staffed with high-level civil servants who could defend and sustain the program) (Campbell 2003; Derthick 1979). Social Security also fostered the development of unprecedented government capacity by building an administrative apparatus that could distribute resources to millions of senior citizens (Campbell 2003; Moynihan and Soss 2014). As a result of its popular, organizational, and administrative strength, Social Security has been fiercely protected and politically durable over time. Though the politics surrounding it are dynamic, the collective power of the people who benefit from Social Security is substantial (Béland 2005).
On the other end of the spectrum, cash assistance programs like Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) exemplify negative feedback loops. The stigmatizing and negative experiences that beneficiaries of cash assistance have while obtaining benefits, the scant amount of resources they receive, and the restrictive rules with which they must comply along the way all teach harrowing political lessons that erode efficacy and dampen political participation (Soss 2000). The extent and nature of the demobilization that follows from programs like TANF are variable, with negative feedback concentrated in states that have punitive and demanding TANF programs, but no evidence of feedback in less punitive places (Bruch, Ferree, and Soss 2010).

Finally, Medicaid—a massive public program that provides health insurance to nearly 90 million low-income Americans—represents an even more complex and contingent feedback story. Evidence suggests that Medicaid expansion spurs voters to the polls in the short term (Haselswerdt 2017; Clinton and Sances 2018; Baicker and Finkelstein 2019). Indeed, research indicates that “as many as 1.3 million more Americans would vote under universal Medicaid expansion, and voter registration would increase by tens or possibly hundreds of thousands” (Haselswerdt, Sances, and McElwee 2019). The reverse is also true: Medicaid contraction appears to turn potential voters away from the polls (Michener 2018; Haselswerdt and Michener 2019). As with TANF, the consequences of Medicaid for democratic participation are geographically conditioned. US federalism ensures that Medicaid is very different in different places. Eligibility, benefits, reimbursement rates, and administrative processes are largely determined by state governments. Unlike Social Security—with a centralized delivery structure directly coordinated by the federal government—Medicaid is administered by states and mediated by public, and sometimes private, local agencies. In essence, there is no single Medicaid program. As a result, there is no uniform feedback loop. Medicaid is a boon for political engagement in places where the program is generous and well-administered and a bust in the places where benefits are relatively meager and burdensome to obtain (Michener 2018).

The examples of Social Security, TANF, and Medicaid barely scratch the surface of policies for which scholars have amassed evidence of feedback loops. The insights we can draw from this larger body of research are significant and the larger implications are vital. Political processes like policy feedback structure possibilities for moving away from an economy that produces precarity for the many and proliferates profit for the few. Feedback loops are an avenue for building power to cultivate the political conditions necessary for establishing political-economic relations rooted in mutuality and collective good (Benner and Pastor 2021). Moving from precarity and profiteering to mutuality and collective good will necessitate strategic political organizing geared toward medium- and long-term political ends (Han, McKenna, and Oyakawa 2021). Policy feedback is one lens through which to view
developing and pursuing those ends. Even, or perhaps especially, for presently unfolding policies, assessing them with an eye toward their implications for politics and power can instructively shift our emphases, alter our calculi, or extend the horizons of our strategic forethought.

In the rest of this report, I use the policy feedback framework to examine and assess three salient policies enacted in the wake of COVID-19: the child tax credit (CTC), the Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) program, and the pause/proposed partial relief of federal student loans. The scale and speed of investment in these policies was hardly imaginable before the pandemic. Though imperfect and insufficient, they represented movement toward a more generous and equitable economy. Yet the temporary nature of the pandemic means that any gains ushered in through these policies may be short-lived. Policy feedback holds promise for more enduring political upshots. If these policies change the trajectory of politics, they may lay the foundation for their own resilience (or demise) and help build (or undermine) the power of key constituents or institutions. There is no way to know for sure what feedback loops any of these policies will produce, but carefully charting the prospects reveals opportunities for strategic organizing and intentional movement toward a stronger democracy.

A Trifecta of Pandemic Policies

An anticipatory appraisal of feedback possibilities begins with a clear picture of policy. To that end, I offer a brief description of the basics of child tax credit, emergency rental assistance, and student loan policies.

**Child Tax Credit (CTC)**

The federal CTC was established with bipartisan support as part of the 1997 Taxpayer Relief Act ([Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997](https://www.taxfoundation.org/taxpayer-relief-act-1997)). In the decades that followed, the CTC was expanded and made partially refundable, allowing more and more low-income families to benefit ([Crandall-Hollick 2021](https://www.crf.org/publications-and-commentary/policy-feedback-framework-case-studies)). Its most significant transformation came as a response to the economic fallout of COVID-19. The American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) temporarily expanded the CTC for tax year 2021 and initiated the following critical changes:

- The amount of the credit increased from $2,000 per child to $3,600 per child under age 6 and $3,000 per child up to age 17 (extending the age limit by one year).
- Half of the expanded CTC amount was delivered monthly (from July to December 2021), with the remaining half paid to families if they filed a federal return in 2022.
• The income limits for receiving the credit were raised. Families qualified for the full amount if their annual income was less than $75,000 (single) or $150,000 (married). The benefit gradually decreased and phased out entirely at $200,000 and $400,000, respectively.
• The CTC was “fully refundable,” making the full credit available to families with low or no earnings in a year.
• The US Department of Treasury used past tax records to automatically identify eligible households and automate delivery of benefits.

Evidence demonstrates that ARPA’s extensive redesign of the CTC successfully alleviated the material suffering caused by (and predating) the pandemic. The CTC reached roughly 62 million children, reducing the child poverty rate by 46 percent and driving it down to the lowest rate ever recorded (Curran 2022). The CTC kept an estimated 5.3 million people out of poverty, including 2.9 million children (Burns, Fox, and Wilson 2022). Making the credit fully refundable gave more low-income people access to it by incorporating those who had too little income to be eligible under the unexpanded version of the CTC.\(^1\) The expanded CTC reduced the Black child poverty rate by 6.3 percentage points, lifting 716,000 Black children out of poverty. Similarly, it lowered the poverty rate for Latinx children by 6.3 percentage points, pulling 1.2 million Latinx children above the poverty line (CBPP 2022). Given the vast multiracial, cross-class constituency it helped, many people hoped that the popularity of the expanded CTC would prompt political elites to extend it beyond the initial one-year term, making it a permanent fixture in US social policy. Moreover, the Treasury Department’s innovative use of existing government data to facilitate automatic benefit delivery laid the groundwork for positive governmental feedback by demonstrating the clear growth in federal capacity for large-scale resource distribution. Despite these indicators of positive feedback possibilities, the CTC was not extended. Was this an example of failed or stalled feedback? What lessons can we distill from the brief tenure of the expanded CTC? Instead of judging it in isolation, I juxtapose the CTC with the Emergency Rental Assistance Program and student loan pause/relief.

**Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) Program**

COVID-19 exacerbated an ongoing affordable housing crisis. In the context of already severe renter burdens and unsustainably high housing costs, tens of millions of Americans accrued crushing rental debt during the pandemic (Joint Center for Housing Studies 2021).

The specter of mass evictions, the threat of housing displacement fueling the spread of COVID-19, and growing unrest among tenants all compelled the federal government to act (Michener 2022a; Michener and SoRelle 2022). The resulting Emergency Rental Assistance Program operated through

---

1 Prior to the ARPA, an estimated 27 million children received less than the full CTC amount because their families’ incomes were too low. This included roughly 50 percent of Black children, half of Latinx children, 20 percent of white children, 20 percent of Asian children, and 50 percent of children living in rural areas (CBPP 2022).
two separate funding streams: ERA1 was facilitated by the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (which appropriated $25 billion for the ERA program). ERA2 functioned via ARPA (which appropriated $21.5 billion). The basic contours of each were similar:

- They required that at least 90 percent of funds be used for direct financial assistance including rent, rental arrears, utilities, and other expenses related to housing.
- Funds were provided directly to states, US territories, local governments, and (in the case of ERA1) Indigenous tribes (TREAS 2023a).
- To apply for ERA, individuals had to go through their local ERA program. Each local program had flexibility in determining how they set up policies and procedures to suit the needs of their community (CFPB n.d.).
- Eligibility was based on a renter household's financial situation and housing needs.
- Tenant applicants were required to provide proof of income and evidence that they were experiencing housing instability (which could include a signed written statement, a past due utility or rent bill or eviction notice, proof of living in unsafe or unhealthy conditions, etc.).
- Landlord eligibility was based on tenants’ household needs, and landlords were asked to show that a tenant's household was eligible for assistance.

The ERA program was the first ever nationwide program aimed at preventing eviction through direct assistance to renters. Among those who received assistance, 64 percent were extremely low-income (OES 2022). The ERA program especially benefited Black renters, whose share of the recipient population was 21—22 percentage points higher than their share of the eligible population. Latinx and American Indian/Alaska Native (AIAN) renters were also disproportionately likely to receive ERA benefits (OES 2022). Despite the vital lifeline that the ERA program provided to low-income renters of color, its implementation was halting, geographically variable, and marked by widespread inefficiencies (Schank et al. 2022). In this way, the positive policy feedback that might have been facilitated through the provision of crucial resources was undermined by inefficient administration.

**Student Loan Pause/Debt Relief**

Long before the pandemic, divestment from higher education and rising costs contributed to a widely recognized student debt crisis that fell primarily in the hands of the US federal government—which owns over 90 percent of student debt (Anderson and Rathke 2020). In early March 2020, the Trump administration waived the interest on federal student loan payments in response to the public health emergency caused by COVID-19. Later that month, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) legislation extended the interest waiver, and suspended payments and collections on federal student loans through September 30, 2020. The process was relatively seamless: Eligible loans were automatically paused, the interest rate was set to 0 percent,
and collections proceedings were stopped for defaulted loans ([Federal Student Aid n.d.]). In the months and years that followed, there were numerous extensions of the student loan pause, first under the Trump administration and then several times under President Biden. The Biden administration faced growing pressure to cancel student loans altogether. In August 2022, Biden’s Department of Education announced a compromise approach of targeted debt cancellation that included:

- $20,000 in debt cancellation for Pell Grant recipients with loans held by the Department of Education, and up to $10,000 in debt cancellation for non-Pell Grant recipients, with eligibility limited to borrowers with individual income less than $125,000 ($250,000 for married couples).
- A new income-driven repayment plan capping monthly student loan payments (for undergraduate debt only) at 5 percent of discretionary income (down from 10 percent).
- Full forgiveness of loan balances after 10 years (down from 20) for borrowers with original loan balances of $12,000 or less (which would cover most community college borrowers) ([White House 2022]).

Though far short of the full cancellation that many were calling for, Biden’s proposed debt relief policy was a step forward. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pegged the cost at roughly $400 billion—a quarter of funds owed. The reach of policy as proposed was extensive: Of the 37 million borrowers with direct loans from the federal government, the CBO has estimated that 95 percent meet the income criteria for eligibility and 45 percent of income eligible borrowers would have their entire outstanding debt canceled under the plan ([Swagel 2022]). Debt relief would help up to 43 million borrowers, including canceling the full remaining balance for roughly 20 million people ([Perry 2022]). The benefits of this would redound disproportionately to Black student loan holders, who have an average of $25,000 more in student loan debt than their white counterparts ([Hanson 2023a]). In particular, Black women hold more student loan debt than any other group ([AAUW n.d.]). For these reasons, the Biden administration made the reasonable case that their targeting strategy (e.g., focusing on Pell Grant recipients, including Parent PLUS loans) would advance racial equity ([White House 2022]).

Assessing Policy Feedback Loops

In the absence of specific and pointed evidence, it is tempting to assume that the political troubles of the CTC, ERA program, and student loan cancellation are proof of the failure of feedback loops to materialize. Such a narrative belies the complexities of policy feedback. Predicting feedback is not an exact science, but accumulated research offers a basis for nuanced analyses. Studies of policy feedback have identified two primary mechanisms through which feedback processes operate:
Interpretive effects and resource effects (Mettler and SoRelle 2018; SoRelle and Michener 2022). Interpretive effects involve policy experiences that change the political attitudes and actions of ordinary people, governing elites, or organized interests. Resource effects occur when the material benefits conferred (or denied) via policy facilitate individual, organizational, or governmental capacities that can alter subsequent political outcomes. By carefully considering these mechanisms, we can think intentionally about how to create or prevent feedback loops. Within the two broad categories of mechanisms, existing research suggests numerous specific pathways for feedback to operate. In the following section, I focus on feedback channels that include interpretive processes at the mass and organizational levels, such as shifting popular perceptions of policies in ways that alter dynamics of policy support, generating and normalizing expectations for government support among the individuals benefiting from policy and/or the civil society organizations that work to advance their interests, and increasing political action among those who benefit most directly from policy and support it most strongly. I also emphasize resource-based avenues of feedback at the governmental level, such as developing and strengthening government infrastructure for supplying benefits. To contextualize and elaborate on these mechanisms, I focus on three dimensions of policy that are especially crucial when assessing the prospects for feedback: 1) target population (who is getting the benefits); 2) policy design (what they are getting); and 3) policy implementation (how they are getting it). Below, I consider the feedback effects of pandemic policies in relation to these dimensions.

**Target Population Characteristics**

The target people or groups of a policy (themselves determined by prior political processes) shape how that policy is designed and the politics that follow from it. In their seminal theory of the “social construction of target populations,” Anne Schneider and Helen Ingram (1993) identify two critical features of target populations: social constructions and power. Social constructions are popular understandings or renderings of a policy’s target populations; such constructions concern shared understandings of policy targets among ordinary people, the media, and political elites. For example, women on “welfare” and men who are incarcerated are generally negatively constructed; “the middle class” and veterans are positively constructed; and some groups, like young adults/millennials, have mixed constructions (Kreitzer and Smith 2018). Social constructions matter for policy feedback processes (Schneider and Ingram 1993; Kreitzer and Smith 2018; Kreitzer, Maltby, and Smith 2022; Maltby and Kreitzer 2023). Constructions of policy beneficiaries shape attitudes toward that policy—an aspect of the policy environment that can lay some of the groundwork for positive feedback on the mass, elite, and organizational levels. They may also motivate (or dissuade) support and attention among the civil society and social movement organizations responsible for implementing, maintaining, or fighting for policies. Social constructions are enduring yet malleable political artifacts that change across time and circumstances. Gauging existing constructions is important for calibrating expectations about feedback, identifying potential barriers to it, and
strategically messaging to alter the constructions in ways that support positive feedback or protect against negative feedback.

The second relevant feature of target populations is their power (Schneider and Ingram 1993). Even if groups are positively constructed, a lack of power weakens the political standing of policies meant to address their needs and dampens the likelihood of policy feedback. For example, there is some evidence that positively constructed groups with little power (e.g., children) are often the targets of policies that are positive-sounding and make salient promises but offer little sustained material gain (Schneider and Ingram 2019). The power of policy targets determines, in part, political prospects for advancing or opposing policies that benefit them. Less powerful target populations present more limited political opportunity structures. More powerful groups are more costly for political elites to ignore, and can marshal resources (financial, electoral, cultural, and/or organizational) to punish those who oppose their preferred policies and reward those who advance them. Crucially, power is neither static nor given. It can be built in some places and eroded in others (Michener 2022b). This is why it is imperative for organizers and policymakers to assess feedback possibilities with an eye toward how and where to build power in ways that facilitate positive feedback.

Taken together, social constructions and power are core characteristics of target populations that should be evaluated when thinking prospectively about the likelihood, direction, and intensity of policy feedback loops. Keeping this in view, Table 1 summarizes the target populations germane to our three key policy areas.

---

2 Power can be defined in many ways. For our purposes here, I follow Schneider and Ingram (2019) in conceptualizing it in terms of “access, attention, and concern paid to a particular constituency group, as well as the extent of effort made in pursuing legislation beneficial to the group or legislation that regulates or limits the group” (214). Still, it is worth noting that power is located in a variety of places and generated in different ways (e.g., mass-based electoral power, grassroots movement—based power, elite institutional power). Deeper power analyses than those offered here are warranted when evaluating specific policies and target populations.
Child tax credit

Social constructions: There is no singular or uniform existing target population of CTC beneficiaries. Instead, this group entails a heterogeneous assortment. Ordinarily, the main subgroups within the larger target populations for the CTC include low-income children and working parents. The expanded CTC widened target populations to include more people living in poverty (working and not working) as well as families who were middle- and even high-income. This variety of target populations has variable constructions: Children and working parents tend to be positively constructed, but single mothers and people living in poverty, especially non-working adults, are negatively constructed, more commonly portrayed as racial “others,” and stigmatized as undeserving (by media and other elites). Overall, social constructions of the expanded CTC’s target populations are mixed. Available survey data underscores public ambivalence about the targets of the CTC, even in the context of support for it. An August 2021 survey found that 57 percent of respondents favored the child tax credit (López-Santana and Núñez 2021). This is reasonably strong

1 Kreitzer and Smith 2018 use crowdsourcing methods to systematically measure perceptions of deservingness (e.g., social constructions) and power across a wide range of target populations. Their findings provide empirical evidence supporting these ideas about how groups are constructed.
support, but the same survey showed more support for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (66 percent) and stronger support in general for “programs helping older and disabled people (81 percent and 85 percent respectively) than families with children (63 percent)—or people with low incomes (65 percent).” This inclination toward only the most “deserving” positively constructed populations was also reflected among key political elites. Joe Manchin (D-WV)—who held the pivotal vote to enact a permanent extension of the CTC through President Biden’s Build Back Better legislation—reportedly confided in fellow Democratic senators his unfounded worry that parents would use their child tax credit payments to buy drugs (Scott and Siegel 2021). Manchin also demanded that the credit be more narrowly targeted (with a household income cap of $60,000) and given only to those who could meet a work requirement (Adamczyk 2022).

The varied social constructions of the groups that benefited from the CTC, and the salient negative constructions of several of those groups, enabled a mixed political discourse more liable to diffuse the groundswell of support that many hoped would generate positive feedback. Notably, media coverage of the varied CTC target populations was not necessarily balanced. Some Americans might have heard more about “undeserving” CTC beneficiaries suspected of buying drugs and alcohol—as Manchin had—than they heard about hardworking mothers who could now better care for their children. Moreover, as the pandemic ensued, the media environment was flooded with mixed and sometimes conflicting interpretations of the prevailing economic context. On one hand, media coverage highlighted children and families suffering from the financial fallout of the pandemic and in clear need of help from the government. On the other hand, coverage of rising inflation and tightening labor markets suggested an economy faltering as a result of too much government intervention, accentuating the plight of employers and business owners. In this heterogeneous media environment, otherwise positive attitudes generated by the experience of receiving CTC benefits may have been attenuated through interpretive processes tinged by negative social constructions of some CTC beneficiaries or complicated through competing narratives about positively constructed business owners. This would have made it more difficult to garner the mass support (in terms of political attitudes and action) necessary to create a mandate for CTC expansion.

Negative social constructions of people living in poverty are well-established and difficult to overcome in the context of enduringly stigmatized policies that provide low-income people with cash assistance (Gilens 1999). In the case of the CTC, the emphasis on child poverty might have prevented such difficulty, but most Americans still preferred policies that help people who are disabled and/or elderly over and above those that help families and children (López-Santana and Núñez 2021). While this was not an insurmountable barrier, it meant that the bar for shifting the political winds in favor of the CTC expansion was high. CTC advocates and designers hoped to surmount the challenge by making the expansion more inclusive, thus drawing middle-class Americans into the coalition of support for it. But simply conferring benefits to middle-class Americans did not appear to produce strong resource effects (e.g., give them more material capacity
for participating in politics) or interpretive effects (e.g., change their ideas and perceptions about government and policy). Nor were there obvious successful efforts to organize a cross-class coalition. An effective multiracial, cross-class coalition of the sort that CTC advocates hoped would move the policy forward might have sparked a paradigmatic shift in public opinion in ways that were favorable to CTC politics and/or might have channeled the collective power of Americans who benefitted from the CTC through direct political action. But neither happened. This points to the limits of simply expanding policy benefits to include positively constructed and ostensibly more powerful target populations (e.g., “the middle class”) in hopes that such groups might affirmatively influence the destiny of a policy. The political potential of such expansions is unlikely to materialize in the absence of strategic efforts among civil society and movement groups to mobilize and organize the populations that benefit from policy (Goss, Barnes, and Rose 2019).

**Power:** Beyond the unorganized and politically indifferent middle-class Americans who benefitted from the expanded version of the CTC, the groups most saliently featured in public discussion and most profoundly reliant on CTC benefits (children and low-income families) are widely understood to have limited political power. The feedback implications of this are sobering. These core CTC target populations face barriers to political participation and systemic democratic unresponsiveness (Bartels 2008; Gilens 2012; Franko 2013; Schlozman, Brady, and Verba 2018). As such, the returns to political engagement for these groups are low, while the costs are high. Even though positive constructions of some of these groups (e.g., children) may motivate elected officials to publicly signal concern for them, their constrained ability to pressure or punish elected officials—especially those with partisan incentives to oppose policies like the CTC—implies unstable and limited support for deep investments in policy benefits like the CTC. This helps explain the muted public reaction to the loss of the expanded CTC. With the odds stacked against low-income families, the likelihood of positive feedback was low without substantial, well-executed organizing. And there was organizing around the CTC: For example, national, state, and local organizations embedded voter registration efforts into larger campaigns to inform people about the CTC benefits and help them file taxes. This focus on both the material and political well-being of CTC beneficiaries may have laid the groundwork for expanding the electorate in ways favorable for the future of the CTC. However, the short time frame for building political support and the cacophony of policies enacted during the pandemic did not create optimal conditions for focused and effective organizing or focused messaging to support positive feedback. This suggests that integrating organizing efforts into a policy rollout may be necessary but is not sufficient for positive feedback. Such efforts also require enough time to

---

4 For example, survey data collected from López-Santana and Núñez (2021) suggests that the strongest support for the CTC was among Americans whose income was below $50,000 and people of color.

5 Kreitzer and Smith (2018) find that children, mothers, and “poor families” are all perceived as having little political power.
ensure that organizing is deep and wide enough to be effective, coordinated mobilizing to ensure that people show up where and how needed to defend or advance the policy, and clear messaging to enable discernible policy signals amidst overwhelming political noise.

**Emergency Rental Assistance program**

**Social constructions:** While homeowners enjoy generally positive social constructions, public perceptions of renters—the ERA program target population—are mixed. There is a long-standing bias against renters in American policy and politics (Krueckeberg 1999). More generally, since renters are disproportionately Black and Latinx, negative racial stereotypes can spill over onto renters.\(^6\) Renters are also understood as a threat to neighborhood safety and property values, both popularly and by politically active constituents such as “NIMBY”\(^7\) homeowners (Rollwagen 2015). Renting is widely (even if aspirationally) perceived as a transitional state on the way to homeownership. Few people actively desire perpetual tenant status. On balance, these observations suggest negative social constructions of renters. Yet the tide may be turning for this population. There are more US households renting than at any point in recent history, and the predicament of renters became much more salient during the pandemic. There is also public support for “balanced” national housing policy that attends to both renters and homeowners (Hart Research Associates 2013). Altogether, social constructions of renters lean negative but are in a moment of contention. Rising housing costs are making it difficult for people to become homeowners and delaying the timeline for doing so (Lerner 2016). With more people renting for indefinite and long periods, tenants are a burgeoning base that could emerge in distinct and transformative ways as a more positively construed political class (Dougherty 2022; Michener and SoRelle 2022; Raghuveer and Washington 2023; Weaver 2023). As housing markets tighten, wages remain stagnant, and costs of living increase, housing precarity may drive demand for more fundamental policy changes and motivate people to invest political energy into shaping housing policy outcomes. None of this is guaranteed, but the conditions certainly exist for shifts in the politics of housing. The ERA program might have contributed to such a shift by altering expectations and ideas about what is possible and appropriate vis-à-vis housing policy. The ERA program’s massive infusion of resources, though not well-targeted, nonetheless sent a message that the needs of renters matter, creating a context for more positive social constructions of renters. Such attitudinal feedback could have unfolded among renters themselves, the larger public, the media, or organizational actors who could decide to focus more intently on renters. However, this was unlikely to happen inadvertently. Instead, it depended

---

\(^6\) Roughly 58 percent of households headed by Black or African American adults rent their homes, as do nearly 52 percent of Latinx-led households. Contrastingly, a quarter of households led by non-Hispanic white adults (27.9 percent) are rentals, as are just under 40 percent of Asian-led households (Desilver 2021).

\(^7\) NIMBY is an acronym for “Not in My Backyard” and refers to homeowners who oppose efforts to expand the supply and affordability of housing in their communities.
on the ERA program being visible, legible, and understood as a beneficial state investment in renters. As I’ll discuss further, ERA implementation undermined these possibilities.

**Power:** Renters are generally disempowered relative to homeowners (Krueckeberg 1999). Research suggests that homeownership boosts political participation, while the residential mobility associated with renting depresses participatory activity (Gay 2012; Hall and Yoder 2022; Hansen 2016; Yoder 2020). Despite their growing numbers, renters are concentrated in specific places. In cities like San Francisco and New York, they may have large majorities and command some power. But in many other places (e.g., suburbs and rural areas) they have more limited power. At present, renters have constrained and contingent power. Nevertheless, that power may be growing. Tenant organizations are salient and politically active local institutions (Dougherty 2022; Michener and SoRelle 2022; Raghuveer and Washington 2023; Weaver 2023). Efforts to secure collective bargaining and other rights for tenants are expanding (Arroyo 2022). In this context, the ERA program signals a broader horizon for tenant politics. The extent and ramifications of this depend on whether and how tenants are organized politically to advance their interests and deflect the powerful opposition that is sure to emerge from those with commercial interests in housing (Dougherty 2022).

**Student loan pause/relief**

**Social constructions:** Students are generally positively constructed and there is strong support for institutions of higher education (Aborn and Ruddy 2021). In the US, education is praised as a lever for social mobility and an indicator of work ethic. As a result, students often fare well in the public and political imagination. At the same time, the category of “student” is strikingly varied. There are more than 20 million Americans enrolled in college. Most are full-time students (60 percent) attending public institutions (73 percent) and majoring in business, health-related studies, biological sciences, or social sciences (51 percent). Irrespective of such empirical realities, the public imagination is rife with divergent social constructions of college students (Hanson 2022). Positive constructions might depict traditional full-time students with practical majors that will equip them to be financially independent contributors to society. Positive constructions might also feature upwardly mobile, hardworking community college students pulling themselves up by their bootstraps. Negative constructions of students cast them as navel-gazing humanities majors who will get low-paying jobs and thus do not deserve public subsidization. Both positive and negative constructions reflect social biases, stereotypes, and assumptions about the value of different kinds of education.8 They are also embedded within a larger context in which higher education is available to a more racially diverse group of students than ever before.

According to national enrollment statistics, in 1976, more than 84 percent of college students

---

8 For example, see Strauss 2017.
were racialized as white, whereas by 2020 that proportion was 52 percent (Hanson 2022). This trend is politically relevant: Attitudes about higher education (e.g., who is advantaged or disadvantaged in admissions or who should be supported via public subsidies) differ strikingly by race and partisanship (Jackson, Newall, and Lloyd 2021). These political complexities and mixed social constructions suggest a range of possibilities for perceptions of student loan debt relief. Public opinion data reflects as much. Two-thirds of Americans are convinced that student loan debt is a serious problem, and many (63 percent) view debt relief as a potential solution (Galston 2022). This is not surprising given that almost 44 million Americans have federal student loan debt, with an average federal loan balance of more than $37,000 (Hanson 2023b). Numerous surveys show majority support for President Biden’s debt relief plan (Quinnipiac 2022; The Economist/YouGov 2022). However, levels of support vary based on the specific provisions (e.g., there’s more support for capping monthly payments and covering unpaid interest than there is for forgiving loan balances after 10 years) (Galston 2022). Moreover, concerns about the plan reflect deep partisan polarization and draw upon a range of rationales including insistence that student loan debt relief is unfair to people who did not go to college and skepticism about the deservingness of college-educated Americans who are well-off compared to their counterparts who did not go to college (similar to Manchin’s worries that underserving families would receive and squander the CTC). Altogether, the mixed constructions of students and debtors underscore both strengths and vulnerabilities in student loan policies.

**Power:** College-educated Americans are a target population with potential for wielding pivotal power. There is a well-established positive relationship between education and political participation, suggesting that the people who benefited first from the student loan pause and then from student debt relief are the very people who are likely to turn out to the polls. Indeed, voter turnout among college-aged young people (18—29 years old) in the 2022 midterm election was the second highest youth turnout since the 1990s, highlighting the potential for young people to shape elections (CIRCLE 2022). Organizing efforts by advocacy and social movement groups like Strike Debt and Debt Collective, though nascent, have become more visible (Janzer 2022). Early systematic evidence exploring the potential political ramifications of enacting student debt relief also finds that candidates who support generous and low-burden student debt relief plans get the largest boost in support from prospective voters, especially among core Democratic constituencies (SoRelle and Laws 2023).

**Policy Design and Implementation**

Policy design and implementation, which determine what people get and how they get it, are also crucial determinants of feedback effects. For the CTC, ERA, and student loan policies, three relevant design and implementation characteristics are: 1) benefit timing/duration; 2)
benefit delivery mechanisms; and 3) the burden (or ease) of benefit distribution. A short benefit duration (a year or less) leaves little time to lay sufficient groundwork (e.g., inform the public, help them to understand the policy, generate support). Lagged benefit delivery (that takes months or more before people receive the full benefit) is more drawn out than the immediate provision of benefits. And low-burden distribution requires reduced barriers to receiving help.

Table 2. Policy Design and Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Design</th>
<th>Child Tax Credit</th>
<th>Emergency Rental Assistance Program</th>
<th>Student Loan Pause/Relief</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short duration/little groundwork Partial benefit lag</td>
<td>Short duration/little groundwork Benefit lag</td>
<td>Short duration/substantial groundwork Immediate benefit/disruption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized delivery Inequitable access Partially visible (advance payments) Variable burden</td>
<td>Decentralized delivery Inequitable access Partially submerged High burden</td>
<td>Centralized delivery Equitable access Visible Low burden Disrupted implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Child tax credit**

**Timing/duration:** The CTC was a temporary policy motivated by the pressures of the pandemic. Eligible families received monthly payments from July 15 to December 15, 2021. The amount they received over this duration was half of the total benefit they were eligible for. They received the remaining amount only upon filing their 2021 taxes (so, there was a partial benefit lag). Supporters of the CTC hoped that it would be expanded in late 2021 via...
the Build Back Better bill. But the feedback processes necessary to facilitate such immediate expansion of the CTC had less than a year to take hold. And not just any year—a year of a continued pandemic, filled with tumult and characterized by an extraordinary amount of policy activity at the federal, state, and local levels. In retrospect (and even at the time), it was unrealistic to suppose that less than a year of CTC payments was a signal clear enough to be discerned amid the pandemic noise or strong enough to generate the support needed to overcome CTC opposition. This is especially true given that there was relatively little groundwork laid for the public to understand and develop preferences around the expanded CTC. Prior to the pandemic, the CTC was a long-standing policy and there were intermittent wonky squabbles over its design and generosity. Nevertheless, it did not garner the attention of media, political officials, or organizers to an extent that produced a group of fierce devotees among the public. As a result, the pre-pandemic base of support for the CTC was modest. Even worse, by the time the CTC expansion debate took place in Congress in late 2021, CTC beneficiaries had not even received the full amount of the tax. As such, there was not nearly sufficient time for the CTC’s initially small base to experience the maximum benefits of the policy and respond accordingly.

Social Security—commonly touted as the most successful anti-poverty program in US history—is a useful comparison point. When Social Security passed in 1935, the poverty rate among the elderly was roughly 50 percent. By 1959 it had dropped to 35 percent (DeWitt 2010). In the face of such clear and continual benefits and given long-standing political groundwork, early attitudes toward Social Security were very positive. In 1936, just one year after the program began, 68 percent of surveyed Americans expressed support for it. By 1944, this number approached unanimity at 96 percent (Sherman 1989). Importantly, nearly every demographic measured was supportive (across age, income, region, occupation, etc.). Like Social Security, the expanded CTC began with reasonably high levels of support (roughly 57 percent). However, the CTC did not have the chance to grow its support base in the ways that Social Security did in its initial years. Moreover, the intense partisan polarization of the contemporary moment (which was not a comparable feature of politics in the 1930s and 1940s) meant that support was much more divided across groups, likely making public opinion less effective at compelling bipartisan political alignments (Drutman 2016).

**Delivery mechanism:** The CTC had a centralized delivery mechanism: the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Policy experts generally consider benefits delivered through the tax code suboptimal for sparking policy feedback because they are “submerged” through a complicated bureaucratic process that people may not recognize as a government benefit (Mettler 2011). But the expanded CTC was distinctly visible for a tax-based policy: Beneficiaries received checks in the mail or deposited into their bank accounts through the advance payment process. They even received letters explaining that they would get the money. This
was a promising innovation insofar as it made the support of the government more visible. However, distribution of CTC benefits through the IRS was an inequitable and exclusionary process. People with no income or very low income are less likely to file taxes, as are people of color, unhoused people, and people who are undocumented or live in mixed-status households (Cox 2021). Estimates indicate that eligible families of up to 4 million children did not receive the advance CTC payments (Cox 2021).

Although the IRS set up a system to allow non-filers to receive benefits, doing so required knowledge of eligibility, awareness of the system, and comfort with submitting information to the IRS. The Treasury Department worked with a wide range of federal, state, and local agencies to address these barriers. Additionally, community organizations and service providers across the country rallied to get families signed up for the CTC. Notwithstanding such efforts, the limited time available to reach people combined with the lack of infrastructure explicitly designed to distribute resources quickly, seamlessly, and equitably to the neediest Americans was a major challenge to delivering benefits—and receipt of benefits is the basic building block for positive policy feedback.

**Administrative burden:** The burden imposed on those in need of CTC benefits varied across groups of beneficiaries. Middle- and high-income families were likely to be regular tax filers who would receive the benefit as a part of that process. Low-income beneficiaries, especially those who did not usually file taxes, faced much higher burdens, including significant learning costs (to find out about the CTC and how to apply for it) and compliance costs (to navigate the complex multistage process necessary to receive advance payments between July and December 2021, and subsequently file taxes for a final lump sum in 2022) (Herd and Moynihan 2019).

**Emergency Rental Assistance program**

**Timing/duration:** The federal government gave local programs the discretion to cover up to 12 months of late rent for applicants and up to 3 months of future rent (subject to availability of funds) (TREAS 2023b). This means that renters had relief during key moments of vulnerability. However, ERA was clearly a short-term and temporary solution that did nothing to alter the broadly unsustainable dynamics of housing markets, to regulate landlords, or to strengthen tenant rights.

**Delivery mechanism:** The delivery of ERA program benefits was complicated by a decentralized and inefficient distribution system. The US Department of the Treasury gave funds to states and local programs, and renters (and/or landlords) applied for assistance through those programs. One consequence of this decentralized structure was that many
Renters may not have realized they were benefiting from a government program at all. Even if they did recognize the role of government assistance, it was difficult for the average person to identify the level of government responsible (state, local, or federal) and the specific funding mechanism. In this way, ERA benefits were partially submerged, hidden from the view of tenants in ways that would stymie possibilities for shifting political attitudes or action. This was especially important because federal ERA support was new and not a program people had experienced before so it had no base of support. As a new entrant into the policy landscape, its partial submersion therefore only made it more difficult for potential supporters to discern and fight for.

In addition, many states and localities were not equipped to roll out such a massive policy. For example, states did not have systems in place for verification and distribution of funds. As a result, ERA program implementation was delayed (Schank et al. 2022). Months after the creation of the ERA program, many states did not even have an application available (DeParle 2021). Though ERA was initially established in January 2021 (and the ARPA authorized additional funds for it in March 2021), by August 2021, only 11 percent of program dollars had been spent and only 500,000 of 2.8 million applicants had received aid (Thrush and Rappeport 2021; Schank et al. 2022). Implementation patterns varied dramatically by place. Some states were able to get the program running quickly and efficiently, expending ERA resources to meet need on a timely basis. But many places took much longer, as desperately needed funds sat unused for months and even years. This increased the likelihood of negative feedback (in terms of attitudes toward government and even political action). Renters made to wait during times of acute need might have been left with potentially demobilizing perceptions of government as inept and government assistance as inadequate. This also suggests that feedback might have varied by place, with positive feedback in places with smooth implementation and negative feedback otherwise (Michener 2018). Such geographic heterogeneity not only introduces a basis for inequity but also undermines the development of mass support for ERA and concerted political action to strengthen it and other policies like it.

**Administrative burden:** The ERA program was generally burdensome for renters. Low levels of knowledge about this new and partially submerged program meant that renters faced learning costs to discover the program existed, whether they qualified, how to apply, and how to comprehend the maze of complex rules. Since ERA applications required landlords to submit information and participate in the process, some renters faced potential psychological costs of having to interact with or rely upon landlords to whom they owed rent and with whom they may have had a history of negative experiences. Finally, assistance through the program required a significant amount of paperwork. Rental applicants had to provide personal identification, proof of residency, proof of rental amount, proof of income,
and a copy of a utility bill. This meant that renters faced onerous compliance costs. Importantly, the US Department of the Treasury encouraged (but did not require) a flexible and low-burden approach to ERA eligibility determinations. The Treasury instructed agencies disbursing ERA funds to “be flexible as to the particular form of documentation they require” and to “avoid establishing documentation requirements that are likely to be barriers to participation for eligible households” (TREAS 2023b). It also allowed the use of self-attestation for the purposes of confirming eligibility, an uncommon step in the larger landscape of social policy (TREAS 2023b). Nevertheless, since these innovations were not required, they were variably applied and not comprehensively established as a practice among the agencies that disbursed ERA. Altogether, the chances of the ERA program producing positive feedback were eroded by a policy design and implementation that saddled beneficiaries with undue administrative burdens.

Student loan pause/relief

Timing/duration: The student loan pause began early in the pandemic and was extended across two presidential administrations. Most crucially, it happened in the context of ongoing and salient political debates about student loan debt. Student loans were a central policy issue for Democratic candidates in the 2020 presidential campaign. Candidates offered a full range of plans. Bernie Sanders promised to “cancel all student debt”; Elizabeth Warren proposed to “cancel debt for more than 95% of Americans holding student loan debt”; Joe Biden planned to “forgive all undergraduate tuition-related federal student debt from two- and four-year public colleges and universities for debt holders earning up to $125,000” (Ballotpedia n.d.). Beyond the candidates, organizers and ordinary people alike championed student loan debt and made it the focus of their political energies. The urgency of the pandemic accelerated and strengthened the forces aligned in favor of student loan debt cancellation. Indeed, the original student loan pause was instituted under President Trump at the beginning of the pandemic, underscoring bipartisan recognition of the issue. The pause was a critical intervention that opened space for policy feedback by allowing millions of Americans to experience a prolonged period free from the weight of crushing debt. This experience, likely amplified and solidified by significant organizing and messaging efforts, shifted expectations and altered the horizons of political possibilities. As a result, the Biden administration faced intense demands to cancel student loan debt. On the heels of such pressure, the administration announced its debt relief program in August 2022. The Department of Education encouraged applicants to submit applications swiftly so that their loans could be forgiven before repayment resumed (Federal Student Aid 2022).

There were clear limits to the student loan debt relief design. First, since the program was rooted in executive action through the Department of Education, it was never guaranteed to
last beyond the Biden administration. To be sure, the Biden administration took a strong public stance around student loans—even in the face of pushback from opponents. For example, the Department of Education sent notices to student loan applicants telling them that “a number of lawsuits have been filed challenging the program, which have blocked our ability to discharge your debt at present. We believe strongly that the lawsuits are meritless, and the Department of Justice has appealed on our behalf” (Saenz 2022). Notwithstanding this, the reality of partisan polarization around student loan debt relief meant that the Biden administration’s efforts remained on very shaky political ground. Second, the student loan relief was billed as a one-time debt relief. Per its original design, it was not a program that people would continually help to mitigate costs for college students. Instead, it was a temporary response to the pandemic that helped people currently holding student loan debt. Still, given the amount of debt that many borrowers held and the extent of debt relief, even a one-time benefit could have lasting consequences in peoples’ lives, producing resource-based feedback effects (more ability to participate in politics due to the bandwidth freed up by freedom from debt) and/or interpretive effects (new understandings of the government and its ability to help, as well as one’s ability to influence it).

**Delivery mechanism:** The student loan pauses were centrally administered via the Department of Education. The loan pause was automatic; it required no action on the part of beneficiaries. Though the major debt relief initially proposed by the Biden administration did not ultimately happen, the online application that was opened during a period when it still seemed viable was simple, quick, and efficient. Twenty-two million people submitted applications during the first week the website was open, with the federal government promising to process applications and forgive loans within six weeks (Herd and Moynihan 2022).

**Administrative burden:** The student loan application process was widely reported as “easy” and “painless” (Herd and Moynihan 2022). Unlike ERA, borrowers did not have to submit income documentation; they simply had to attest to their own eligibility. Indeed, experts hailed student loan relief as “proof of concept for a better approach to public service delivery” (Herd and Moynihan 2022). However, in December 2021, courts issued orders blocking the student debt relief program and the federal government was compelled to stop accepting applications. Subsequently, the courts struck down the Biden administration’s debt relief plan entirely. This significantly dimmed the otherwise bright prospect of positive feedback being generated by exposing tens of millions of Americans to a well-run, easily accessible government program.
Key Takeaways

Careful thinking about feedback possibilities underscores opportunities for policymakers and advocates to design or implement policies differently and for civil society organizations to facilitate policy implementation and organize politically in ways that create or reinforce feedback loops. A comparative examination of CTC, ERA, and student loan policies shows aspects of policy that shape efforts to generate feedback loops to advance a more robust democracy and a more equitable economy. The observations offered here suggest policy feedback pathways that build mass support and political wherewithal for key policies by shifting social constructions, building power, and catalyzing action among social groups that are particularly vulnerable in the face of prevailing political-economic arrangements. These processes are most likely to occur when:

- Civil society organizations use policy as a basis and impetus to intensively and strategically build power among the target populations most affected by policy and most critical for altering existing power dynamics. This is especially important for groups whose social constructions and power are in flux (e.g., tenants) and therefore ripe for significant shifts.
- Policymakers and civil society organizations develop and coordinate messaging and/or organizing strategies aimed at shifting policy discourse and transforming public perceptions in ways that facilitate medium- to long-term policy gains.
- Policymakers and policy advocates design feedback-sensitive policy with at least four key elements: (1) longer durations of policy benefits; (2) immediate benefit without lags; (3) centralized and streamlined policy delivery; and (4) minimal administrative burden. Civil society organizations and policymakers must also make government’s role in providing economic relief as visible as possible for as long as possible, particularly to the populations most vulnerable in the face of existing political-economic configurations, whose inclusion in political processes is most vital.

None of the three pandemic policies highlighted here met all of these benchmarks. This suggests there is room for structuring and implementing policy in ways that support positive feedback. Arguably, student debt relief initially seemed to come closest: Supporters of debt cancellation contested negative perceptions of student borrowers while promoting positive constructions of them and informing the public of their plight. As an educated population, student borrowers had some degree of political capital, but not enough to force the Biden administration’s hand. Instead, organizers worked tirelessly and strategically to channel, build, and extend the political reach of student borrowers—before and during the pandemic—to more effectively pressure the Biden administration. The initial pause further activated this constituency by providing a clear visible form of policy relief. The pause thus
laid a groundwork that kept debt relief on otherwise crowded political agendas. The availability of an administratively easy, low-burden mechanism that could be quickly activated to alleviate student debt further also expanded the horizon of possibilities.

Notwithstanding these promising features of student loan policies, the political exigency of the 2023 debt ceiling negotiations created an opportunity for opponents of the payment pause to compel its official end. Even further, the Supreme Court stunted the Biden administration’s ability to use its executive powers to broadly forgive large swaths of student loan debt. These intervening political developments underscore the ways that partisanship and other political institutions can stymie policy feedback loops (Jacobs and Mettler 2018; Mettler, Jacobs, and Zhu 2023). So, while some elements point to more optimistic possibilities for student loan policies than either the CTC or ERA program, political contestation around student loan debt remains vigorous. Indeed, shortly after the Biden v. Nebraska decision, the Biden administration announced a new student debt repayment program called the Saving on a Valuable Education (SAVE) plan, along with a number of other initiatives that fell squarely within the existing rulemaking authority of the Department of Education (Whitehouse 2023). The continued involvement of civil society organizations to build the power of student loan borrowers along with the strategic policymaking and political maneuvering of debt relief proponents will be vital for the long-term prospects of policy in this domain.

Policy feedback loops are complex and impossible to engineer. But a strategic approach to political change requires being attuned to the possibilities for feedback. This means making active efforts to limit negative feedback loops that undermine democratic participation and political change while advancing positive feedback that facilitates such change. Importantly, institutional constraints put a ceiling on the scale and likelihood of catalyzing positive feedback (e.g., the filibuster gave Manchin disproportionate power to forestall the CTC; the courts blocked student debt relief; partisan polarization limits the public support that can be generated for policies with clear partisan associations). Policy feedback is not a panacea, and feedback processes can spark backlash or foster demobilization (Hertel-Fernandez 2018; Patashnik 2019). These risks, along with the contemporary reality of strong institutional barriers to transformative policymaking, make clear thinking about how to nurture positive feedback all the more important. Such thinking is a vital prerequisite for cultivating a policy landscape more responsive to the needs and preferences of working-class, low-income, and racially marginalized Americans—a landscape reflecting a more robust, equitable, and inclusive democracy and economy.
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